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A User-Side Energy-Saving Video Streaming Scheme for LTE Devices
Song Gun Lee, Jeman Park, and Hyogon Kim, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Today, most streaming services rely on HyperText
Transfer Protocol (HTTP) to deliver the contents to users, and mobile users are increasingly choosing Long Term Evolution (LTE)
as the wireless access mode. In this letter, we propose a user-side
scheme that takes LTE modem operation into account in video
streaming over HTTP, leading to as much battery saving gain as
40% without Discontinuous Reception (DRX) and potentially 70%
if DRX is deployed in future.
Index Terms—Long Term Evolution (LTE), video streaming,
HTTP, user-side, energy saving.

I. I NTRODUCTION

N

OWADAYS, live and on-demand streaming services on
mobile devices are becoming increasingly popular. The
streaming flow has a distinctive characteristic, that is, it is less
bursty than other data traffic but lasts long. The property arises
because the system does not need to transmit streaming data at a
higher rate than the user consumes. One drawback of this paced
transfer, however, is that the modem gets to stay awake over
longer period of time and hence suffer greater battery drain. In
this letter, we account for the power dynamics of LTE protocol
in altering the streaming protocol behavior to be more energyefficient. We show that this scheme can lead to as much battery
saving gain on LTE user devices as 40% without Discontinuous
Reception (DRX), and potentially 70% if DRX is deployed.
LTE modem has to be in Active state while a mobile device
goes through four phases for video streaming (Fig. 1). First,
connection setup acquires necessary radio resource through
LTE signaling [1]. Second, over the obtained radio channel,
the signaling for TCP and then HTTP are performed to initiate
the video download. Third, video streaming commences and
finishes. Finally, there is Tail period, which is used to reduce
the latency of transition from Idle to Active state in the modem
in case another data transfer follows soon. The default value for
the Tail is 10 seconds, and the modem gets to waste energy if
there is no ensuing data transfer during this period. A remedy
to the energy waste problem in the Tail period is Discontinuous
Reception (DRX) mode [2]. The DRX-activated mobile stays
in Active for up to 2.5 seconds, after which it wakes up every
DRX cycle and checks if there is data to receive. If there is
none, it goes back to Idle.
In HTTP streaming, mobiles use HTTP GET for streaming
service request. An interesting characteristics of the HTTP
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Fig. 1. Power consumption models in LTE communication.

transaction is that the client can affect the server’s data transmission behavior through the Range field in the GET request
or using a parameter in the URI. If the byte range covers the entire contents body, it is called progressive download, otherwise,
chunk download. In the former, a single HTTP request suffices.
But in the latter, multiple HTTP requests are periodically sent.
Most video streaming services use the progressive download.
In progressive download, most video or audio streaming
servers (in particular the five most popular services, YouTube,
Vimeo, Metacafe, Hulu, Veoh) initially use “fast start” stream
ing [3] to quickly fill up the play-out buffer of the client. Once the
client buffer is filled, most servers (e.g., Apache, MS IIS,
NGINX) typically transmit at a low rate proportional to the encoded video bitrate, which is called throttling. The purpose of
throttling is to reduce the peak traffic load at the server and
minimize the chances of wasting downloaded data if the user
aborts [4].
II. DYNAMICS OF P ROGRESSIVE D OWNLOAD
We measure the energy consumption that video streaming
incurs on a LTE user device that uses a commercial mobile
service provider network for LTE access. For the user device,
we use a LG F240 smartphone, to which we attach a Monsoon
power monitor. The video clip we use in the measurements is
Gangnam Style on YouTube, whose playtime is 252 seconds.
The video format is MP4 480∗360 (360p), the video codec is
H.264, and the total video file size is approximately 22.8 MB.
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Fig. 3. Using a user-side proxy and a NAT (Android iptables) to implement the proxy for chunk download over LTE; alternatively, similar logic can
be implemented in apps.

Fig. 2. Progressively downloading Gangnam Style from YouTube over LTE.
(a) Video download rate. (b) Power consumption at the LTE user device.

TABLE I
AVERAGE P OWER AND E NERGY C ONSUMPTION

Fig. 2(a) shows the throughput during the progressive download. The LTE connection set up starts at t1 = 21.3 s, and the
video download begins at t2 = 23.4 s. It ends at t4 = 135.8 s,
so the total download time is 112.4 seconds. As mentioned
earlier, YouTube exhibits a peculiar variable bit rate (VBR)
dynamics. In the first 3 seconds (t < t3 = 27.0), the server
delivers the first 40 seconds worth of video, but throttles the
download at 1.4 Mbps thereafter. At 360p, the encoded video
bitrate is 724 Kbps, so the throttled rate is approximately twice
the value. Fig. 2(b) shows the corresponding power consumption during the download. Before the modem is used (for t <
t1 ), the mobile consumes 901 mW on average, which is mostly
incurred by display. Once the download begins, however, the
power consumption approximately doubles. Finally, the Tail
consumes slightly lower power (t4 < t < t5 ). After the Tail
(t > t5 ), the power consumption goes down significantly.
Table I breaks down the power consumption numbers during the progressive download. We see that the LTE modem
remained active for 122.4 seconds, where it spent 112.4 seconds
for data transmission and 10 seconds for the Tail. It consumed
8771 μAh of battery during the time. Although the download
time more than halves the total play time of 252 seconds, it
would be best in terms of power consumption not to throttle
but to transmit the video in one-shot burst. However, it could
be wasteful if the user aborts viewing [4]. Another issue arises

for the progressive download when we apply DRX. We need
at least DRX inactivity time (e.g., 750 ms) between adjacent
download activities so that the LTE modem can go into Idle
state between them. Unfortunately, most inter-packet gaps in
the throttled progressive download are smaller than the DRX
inactivity time. DRX would not be effective in such situation.
There are prior works that attempt to reduce battery use by
transforming low bit rate traffic into higher bit rate chunks.
Siekkinen et al. [5] uses a network-side TCP-level proxy to accumulate stream data and form 5 to 7 seconds chunks. Besides
the per-flow buffering and management burden, it can cause
TCP retransmissions on the receiver side due to the large accumulation time. Li et al. [4] uses chunk download from mobile,
where the chunk size is determined by user’s video watching
history. The chunk size is dynamically selected between 20 MB
and 80 MB. But for some combinations of video resolution and
streaming servers, these chunk sizes can be large on time axis
and trigger throttling. For example, a 20 MB chunk will contain
235 seconds of Gangnam Style in 360 p and 59 seconds in
720 p. Recent dynamic video quality adaptation schemes such
as MPEG Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH)
[6] and HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) [7] also use chunk download. However, the chunks in these schemes are defined to
create the switch point between different quality video streams
for smooth video quality adaptation, and this feature is agnostic
to the last hop technology. As a matter of fact, typical chunk
sizes used for them are 10 seconds (HLS) or less (DASH) [8],
for which RRC inactivity timer will not expire so there is no
energy saving since the LTE modem will be always on. There
should be separate LTE-specific engineering for energy saving
on LTE video streaming.
III. S OLUTION A PPROACH
Our solution is to use a user-side proxy as in Fig. 3. It transparently transforms any progressive HTTP request into a series
of HTTP chunk download requests. Note that this functionality
can be similarly implemented directly inside an app in case the
app needs to optimize for multiple metrics including energy
saving. In this letter, we will take the proxy implementation
case. To detour progressive download requests to the proxy,
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Fig. 4(a) shows the throughput in each burst jumps to a peak
and then it quickly drops to zero, shortening the modem active
time. Fig. 4(b) shows the corresponding power surge events are
widely spaced according to the chunk download schedule. Note
that each surge contains a 10-second Tail period. Table II summarizes the power and energy consumption for the four bursts.
Notice that the average modem power consumption during
bursts is 968.5 mW, similar to progressive download. But the
total battery drain is 5014 μAh, 43% less than progressive
download (see Table I). For another well-known video “Big
Buck Bunny” from YouTube that runs longer (597 seconds) and
uses a chunking technique similar to MPEG-DASH, we obtain
31% saving gain through our scheme.
To generalize the result in Table II, we need to consider the
modem active time T (ch) as a function of the total play time
Tplay of the given video. The energy saving ratio is simply
given as SE = 1 − E (ch) /E (pr) where E (ch) and E (pr) are the
energy consumed by the controlled chunk download and the
progressive download schemes, respectively. The energy used
by the proposed scheme is
Fig. 4. Downloading Gangnam Style using the controlled chunk download
over a commercial LTE network (power spikes between bursts are from
background Android tasks). (a) Download rate. (b) Power consumption.

we activate the Android iptables command and configure
it to forward the packet having popular streaming server IP
addresses as the destination. When the proxy finds a HTTP
GET request in the packet, it changes only the Range field into
the chunk download format with desirable range values. As to
responses, the first chunk data is given to the streaming client
by the proxy as is. But from the second chunk response and
on, the header of the corresponding HTTP chunk response is
not forwarded but only the contents body is forwarded to the
client as if it were the continuation of the progressive response.
Therefore, the whole translation process is visible to neither
the client application nor the streaming server nor the mobile
service provider in between.
Since video streaming servers tend to automatically turn on
throttling over a predefined continued download time (e.g.,
40 seconds for YouTube), we limit the chunk size to a smaller
value, e.g., 20 seconds. Optimal download size determination
based on usage pattern is a difficult issue in itself [4]. For
Gangnam Style, we divide its 252 seconds play time into
thirteen 20-second chunks of 1.71 MB each that a separate
HTTP GET request will fetch. Finally, if we requested an
individual chunk at a time, every chunk download could entail a
10-second Tail. To reduce the number of Tails, therefore, we
let the smartphone request 3 chunks back-to-back, minimizing
the Tail periods in between. Sixty seconds later, we issue
another three back-to-back GETs. This way, we neither trigger
throttling nor incur excessive number of Tails.
IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
We first evaluate the performance of the proposed
scheme over a commercial mobile network without DRX.

E (ch) = T (ch) × 968.5 mW


Lburst
Tplay
× Ttail +
≈
× 968.5 mW
Tburst
B

(1)

where B is the LTE bitrate available to the mobile device at
the time of download, Tburst is the media time covered by
each burst, and Lburst is the burst data size. For example,
Tburst = 3 · 20 s = 60 s and Lburst = 3 · 1.71 MB = 5.13 MB
for the Gangnam Style video. The approximation in (1) is
because Tplay is not necessarily an integral of Tburst . From the
total modem active time of 71.9 s in Table II, we see that each
burst length is Ttail + Lburst /B ≈ 18 s. With Ttail = 10 s, the
pure data transmission time in each burst is Lburst /B = 8 s
in our measurement environment. As the LTE bitrate is not
under our control, this value can vary. On the other hand, in
the progressive download,


Tplay
+ Ttail × 950 mW
E (pr) = T (pr) × 950 mW =
Fth
where Fth is the download-to-play ratio on throttling, which is
2 in most streaming servers, including YouTube’s. Then,


Tplay
Lburst
× 968.5 mW
E (ch)
Tburst · Ttail +
B


=
(pr)
T
play
E
Fth + Ttail × 950 mW


Lburst
Fth
· Ttail +
(2)
≈
Tburst
B


Ttail
Γ
+
= Fth ·
(3)
Tburst
B
where we assume Tplay → ∞, and Γ = Lburst /Tburst is the
encoded video bitrate. We notice in Eq. (2) that the energy
saving ratio in our measurement experiment is predicted here
as SE = 1 − 2 × 18/60 = 40%. We observe indeed that the
energy saving gain is close to the measured value at 43% for
Tplay = 252 seconds. Note that the term Fth /Tburst · Ttail in
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TABLE II:
AVERAGE P OWER AND E NERGY C ONSUMPTION W ITH C HUNK B URSTS

Eq. (2) determines the upper bound of SE , where Lburst /B
further decreases it. The larger the LTE bitrate is, the smaller
the decrease will be. Moreover, Eq. (3) implies that the only
way to maximize the energy saving is to increase Tburst as
other parameters are given by the video itself (Γ), by the
streaming server (Fth ), or the LTE network (Ttail , B). But
again, increasing Tburst may burden the streaming server and
increase the possibility of wasted download. However, we can
obtain the lower bound of the Tburst as a function of Ttail
(ch)
and Fth . For any energy saving gain (i.e., SE = 1 − E
≥ 0)
E (pr)
from the proposed chunk download, we should have
Tburst
B
≥ Fth ·
Ttail
B − Fth · Γ
from Eq. (3), where Fth · Γ turns out to be the throttling rate
in the progressive download. Note that if the LTE bitrate far
exceeds the throttling rate (i.e., B  Fth · Γ), the righthand
side approaches Fth . Therefore, to make the chunk download
profitable, Tburst should necessarily be at least Fth · Ttail .
Now let us consider the DRX case. From Fig. 4, we notice
that the proposed chunk download widens the gap between
adjacent bursts so that DRX may take effect. Unfortunately,
mobile service providers have not deployed DRX, so we cannot
directly measure the DRX performance. So instead, here we
compute SE using the model in Fig. 1. We can approximate the
Ttail under DRX by


Ttail
(4)
· Ton + Tinact
Ttail|DRX ≈
Tcycle
where Tinact is the DRX inactivity timer, Tcycle is the Long
DRX cycle, and Ton is the DRX “on” duration. By substituting
Ttail|DRX for Ttail in Eq. (3), we get


Ttail
Ton
Tinact
Γ
E (ch)
= Fth ·
·
+
+
(5)
Tburst Tcycle
Tburst
B
E (pr)
Comparing Eq. (5) with Eq. (3), we notice that the first fraction
is scaled down by a factor of Ton /Tcycle whereas there is a new
term Tinact /Tburst added. The former is typically a small value,
e.g. Ton = 20 ms and Tcycle = 640 ms. The energy saving gain
reduction by this term is just over 1% hence negligible. Also,
the newly added fraction Tinact /Tburst is relatively small. For
example, a typical value of Tinact = 750 ms, which makes
the fraction just over 1%. Therefore, the energy saving gain
under DRX comes to depend largely on the last fraction Γ/B.
Eq. (4) gives us Ttail|DRX of 1063 ms, which is approximately
one tenth of the Ttail without DRX. We easily notice that it

significantly reduces the first fraction in Eq. (2), which leads
to the increase of the upper bound of SE . For instance, it
would make T (ch) ≈ 9 s, half the active time without DRX.
Consequently, E (ch) is halved compared to the non-DRX case
in Eq. (1). Based on Eq. (5), we can obtain SE ≈ 1 − 18/60 =
70%, a much larger energy saving gain than without DRX.
V. C ONCLUSION
A simple modification of the HTTP GET requests on the
LTE user device can achieve a significantly large energy saving
gain. By understanding the power consumption dynamics of the
LTE modem and exploiting the Range header field in the HTTP
request, we can roughly halve the energy consumption to stream
a typical video file. It does not require any special hardware on
the network or the user device, but a simple HTTP translation
software on the mobile. Through a prototype implementation
on an Android smartphone and measurement over a commercial
LTE service, we measure that 30–40% of battery saving can be
achieved for representative video clips such as Gangnam Style
and Big Buck Bunny, where it could be amplified up to 70% if
DRX becomes available. By incorporating the proposed scheme
as a proxy on the LTE user device or as part of the streaming
apps on future smartphones, we will be able to significantly
save battery on this increasingly popular application category of
mobile streaming. Finally, the app-based implementation may
be required in case the chunk size that applications (e.g. HLS
or DASH) generate can be smaller than the burst size.
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